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Now that’s a bargain basement!
Diplomatically called ‘garden flats’ by estate agents, lower-ground-floor properties have a bad
reputation. But there’s room to invest and boost your house price, writes Ruth Bloomfield

W

hen Fleur and Niku Banaie
first saw their flat, they loved
the outside – the grand Victorian façade and beautifully kept gardens. The inside? Not so much.
The three-bedroom apartment had

A basement flat in
west London, which
was rearranged by
MW Architects to
increase light to the
property

all the problems associated with one of
the UK’s most underrated – and undervalued – property types, the basement
flat. “It was damp, and the layout wasn’t
optimal for modern living,” said Mr
Banaie. “The kitchen was very small
and pokey, not connected to the rest of
the living space, and it basically looked
out on to a brick wall so it was very
dark too.”
Such is the stigma that estate agents
rarely mention the B-word. Optimistically called “garden flats”, and located
on the “lower ground floor”, basements
usually sell for a big discount compared
with flats on upper floors. They also
lack the high ceilings and period details
that lure buyers and push up premiums.
But using clever design tricks and
increasing light can be an easy way to
boost the value of your home – all while
getting value for money and a bigger
floor space.
When Mr Banaie, 46, the founder of
The Upside, a strategy company, and
his wife, 44, who works in communications, bought the flat in St John’s Wood,
north-west London, their first tasks
were to deal with the basics: getting
the damp dealt with by tanking outside
walls and updating the flat’s plumbing
and electrics.
Then, they hired architects Hayhurst
& Co to reconfigure the flat totally by
extending it out into the garden, creating a light-filled open-plan kitchen, living room and dining area overlooking
their garden. To maximise views of the
outside space its roofline tips upwards,
and large picture windows overlook
the greenery. Skylights and a pale colour palette add to the airy effect, while
the e xterior of the e xtension is clad in
contrasting charred timber.
The once-dark and dank flat is now a
modern family home for the couple and
their two children, Belle and Ario.
While there are no comprehensive
data on how the price of basement
flats compares with homes on or above
ground level, a straw poll of agents from

BIG DISCOUNT

20%

Basement flats in areas of
London, Bath and Edinburgh sell
for far less than equivalents on
upper floors

£2,000 per sq ft this added another
£640,000 to the sale price.”
Another factor in basement flats’
favour is size, said Nicholas Wiley,
of estate agency Foxtons. “Basement
flats have larger footprints than other
floors,” he said. “This is due to the fact
you don’t lose space to communal
entrances and stairways.” Mr Wiley
estimated that basements are up to
20pc cheaper than upper-floor flats.
Across the rest of the UK basements
also come with discounts, although
the difference in price is a little lower
than in London. Jamie Dyer, of estate
agency Peter Ball & Co in Cheltenham, estimated basement flats in the
town cost 5pc to 10pc less than equivalent ground-floor flats, while in Edinburgh’s New Town, Maurice Allen, of
estate agency Lindsays, estimated the
discount at an average of 10pc to 20pc.
Lucy Mcilroy, of Winkworth in
Bath, agrees that 10 to 20 per cent is
also the differential between basement and ground-floor flats in the
Georgian city.
Brighton is another city with a rich
supply of period town houses with
basement flats. David Vaughan, of
estate agency Brand Vaughan, said
buyers will pay a 10pc premium to live
on the ground floor or above.
The money you can save on a basement flat could be put to good use on
resolving its classic problems: darkness and dampness. In west London,
Melissa Robinson, of MW Architects,
was hired to rethink a dated but spacious, 1,830 sq ft three-bedroom basement flat. Although it had a courtyard
light well at the front and a rear garden, the flat was long and thin. “There
was very little light or air getting into
the central section of the flat,” said Ms
Robinson. “It was dark and dingy.”
Originally, the flat had also had an
internal courtyard, which had helped
solve these problems, but a previous
owner had covered it in with what Ms
Robinson describes as an “Eighties
conservatory roof ”. Her solution was
to remove a section of the roof, creating a new open courtyard. Although
this meant sacrificing 16 sq ft of indoor
space they also removed a series of
600mm-thick interior walls, which
added 54 sq ft of space to the flat.
Ms Robinson also switched the floor
plan around so that an open-plan living room, kitchen and dining room
now overlooks the back garden, the
master bedroom faces on to the internal courtyard, while the bathrooms
and dressing room are clustered in the
darkest, central part of the apartment.
The apartment also had damp
issues, centring on the converte d
vaults beneath the pavement, which
housed a bedroom. This was resolved
by tanking the space by lining it with
a waterproof membrane.
Another off-putting aspect of basement flats can be the dismal and
unloved light wells at the front and
back of the properties. Designer Claire
Belderbos, of Belderbos Landscapes,
was hired to rescue just such a space
at the rear of a period house in Wandsworth, south-west London.
The biggest challenge, she said,
is to find plants which can tolerate
low-light conditions. With pots full
of greenery and a wall mirror to help
make the space look bigger, this light
well has been transformed from an
eyesore to an asset.

around the country suggests that they
often come at a significant discount.
In the pricey west London neighbourhoods of South Kensington and
Knightsbridge, Tristan Garton, of Dexters agents, estimated a lower-groundfloor flat would cost around £1,000 per
sq ft. One on the ground floor would
cost £1,300 to £1,400 per sq ft.
“I try to encourage buyers to consider
basement flats as they typically come
with lots of benefits,” he said. “You get
more for your money, you often get a
garden, more space and lots of privacy.
Plus, you get your own front door.”
In north London Marc Schneiderman, of estate agency Arlington Residential, recently sold two flats in
Hampstead. The raised ground-floor
flat, with private garden, sold at circa
£1,300 per sq ft. The basement flat,
with use of a communal garden, was
around £850 per sq ft.
“This differential in value is fairly
typical,” he said. “The demand for property on the lower ground floor or basement level of a building is far less than
it is for raised ground floor.”
Mr Schneiderman sold another flat in
Primrose Hill which presented another
opportunity to add value. “The vendors
discovered that they owned the three Property newsletter
large vaults under the pavement. These Don’t miss your weekly dose
were converted into a fantastic TV and of property news. Sign up at
telegraph.co.uk/propertynewsletter
reception room of some 320 sq ft. At

An awkward
light well area in a
basement flat
transformed by
Belderbos
Landscapes
Belle and Ario
Banaie at home in
the basement flat
that was
reconfigured by
Hayhurst & Co to
add light
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Buying a
basement will get
you a discount in
a city’s best area,
such as this one in
the Regency gem,
Sussex Square

This twobedroom flat is
on the city’s
most prestigious
street, The
Royal Crescent
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‘These flats come with
lots of benefits: you get
more for your money,
privacy, and a garden’
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